Non-specific interference of cobalt with siderophore-dependent iron uptake pathways.
Much data shows that biological metals other than Fe3+ can interfere with Fe3+ acquisition by siderophores in bacteria. Siderophores are small Fe3+ chelators produced by the microorganisms to obtain access to Fe3+. Here, we show that Co2+ is imported into Pseudomonas aeruginosa cells in a complex with the siderophore pyochelin (PCH) by the ferri-PCH outer membrane transporter FptA. Moreover, the presence of Co2+ in the bacterial environment strongly affects the production of PCH. Proteomic and transcriptomic approaches showed that a decrease of PCH production is associated with repression of the expression of the genes involved in PCH biosynthesis. We used various molecular biology approaches to show that this repression is not Fur-(ferric uptake transcriptional regulator) dependent but due to competition of PCH-Co with PCH-Fe for PchR (transcriptional activator), thus inhibiting the formation of PchR-PCH-Fe and consequently the expression of the PCH genes. We observed a similar mechanism of repression of PCH production, but to a lesser extent, by Ni2+, but not for Zn2+, Cu2+, or Mn2+. Here, we show, for the first time at a molecular level, how the presence of a contaminant metal can interfere with Fe3+ acquisition by the siderophores PCH and PVD.